Abstract. The following estimate is derived for the error in approximating e by rational functions. Let r denote the polynomials of degree at most n.
If we set all the 3i to zero in the above theorem then we get bounds for the error in main diagonal Pad6 approximation.
The theorem is a refinement of a similar result in [1] . 2 . Preliminaries. We proceed, initially, exactly as in [1, p. 143]. Suppose that P,, Q, ,r and suppose that P,,(x)-Q,,(x)e has 2n+ zeros on the interval [0, a]. If Q,(x)-qo + ql x + + q,,x" then on taking n + derivatives (1) 
j=0, i(-1);(k+j)!q,+;.
Since (Qn(x)e-X) (n+l) 
We observe that (3) can be easily derived from (2) (5) and the observation that the a in (4) alternate in sign.
Part b) follows from (5) and the above, that is,
To prove part c) we see that, if 0 -< a,. ., a,---a < 2 and
Thus, from (5) (or (3) for the second part),
The first part of d) follows from an examination of (3) 
